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fibre and great staying-power, yet time and again they broke
down physically under the strain of responsibility, a strain which
killed more than one German statesman in the end and not least
the chancellor himself. The wonder is not that Stresemann broke
down; the wonder is that he was still alive in 1928.
He was much more ill than he believed; for years he had
literally been living on himself, and that is a process that cannot
go on for ever. Unluckily, though no Samson, he had always
been a particularly healthy man, and he had all a healthy
man's horror of even a semblance of hypochondriac careful-
ness; an organic weakness he treated lightly, and he
refused to believe that it is literally possible to wear one-
self out. The breakdown before the election was a warning
that he was seriously overtaxing his strength, and the warning
had been emphatically formulated by the doctors at Buller-
hoehe. They told him that he was perilously near disaster, and
that if he wanted to live another twenty years he should go
off on an ocean cruise or to Egypt and warm sun, anywhere
indeed where he could rest and forget. If he had done so the
history of Germany would have been very different. But just
because he was himself it was impossible; a little later a contem-
porary observer speaks of his "dedicated look"—a revealing phrase.
Whatever happened he would have to go on. But he was an
incurable optimist; he had little patience with medical gloom,
and he firmly believed that strength is given in proportion to
need. The need was clamant. Even if the doctors were right,
which he quite sincerely doubted, he could not be spared. There-
fore he could not spare himself and therefore he did not need
to spare himself. It was poor logic but fine patriotism. Great issues
must now be forced up to discussion, and the outcome would
largely depend on the state of Franco-German relations. How
could he, the only person who could handle them, go away and
leave them to be bungled by another? The doctors shook fore-
boding heads, but there was nothing to be said.
The problems connected with the raising of discussion were
not easy. What Stresemann wanted more than anything else was
to secure evacuation; that was the success which would appeal

